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COMMONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY’S  
REPLY IN SUPPORT OF ITS VERIFIED MOTION  
FOR A POST-ORDER STAY AND OTHER RELIEF 

Commonwealth Edison Company (“ComEd”) respectfully submits this Reply in Support 

of its Verified Motion for a Post-Order Stay and Other Relief (“Motion”), pursuant to the Order 

of the Administrative Law Judge (“ALJ”).   

1. Only the Illinois Attorney General’s Office (“AG”) and AARP object – or 

respond – to ComEd’s Verified Motion for a Post-Order Stay and Other Relief (the “Motion”), 

and they do so in a joint response (“AG/AARP Response”).  The AG/AARP Response is 

contrary to applicable law and the facts, mischaracterizes the Motion, and offers no rational basis 

to deny the Motion. Rather, the AG/AARP Response simply reflects their overall and, 

apparently, absolute opposition to deployment of Advanced Metering Infrastructure (“AMI”).   

2. The apparent theory behind AG/AARP’s Response is that ComEd’ Motion is 

aimed at submitting a new cost-benefit analysis.  This is a grossly distorted view of the Motion – 

and of the record.  The evidence in this proceeding was heard and taken under the process 

established by the Energy Infrastructure Modernization Act (“EIMA”).1  It provides a fully 

adequate basis on which the Commission can enter an order on the merits of ComEd’s Petition.  

                                                 
1The “Energy Infrastructure Modernization Act” or “EIMA” is the common name for the changes and 

additions that Public Acts 97-0616 and 97-0646 made to the Illinois Public Utilities Act (“PUA”), 220 ILCS Act 5.  
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The Motion neither stated nor implied that the Commission should refrain from entering an order 

in this proceeding, or that the evidence was wanting or defective in any way.  To the contrary, 

the Motion expressly contemplates that the Commission will enter an order, by June 22nd, as 

required by law.  Moreover, the Motion does not withdraw or modify the cost-benefit analysis – 

or any of the other testimony -- in the existing evidentiary record.   

3. As the Motion states, new developments arising subsequent to the record having 

been marked “Heard and Taken” will impact ComEd’s ability to fund the investments described 

in the AMI Plan on the timelines anticipated in the Plan.  Rather than laying in the weeds, 

ComEd -- through the Motion -- immediately and forthrightly brought this to the attention of the 

Commission, Staff, and all parties.  The Motion discloses openly how these developments are 

generally likely to impact the future implementation schedule, but it does not seek to amend the 

Plan or to withdraw or modify the proof that support it.  Moreover, the Motion makes clear that 

these developments are expected to have no bearing on the vast majority of the issues the 

Commission is asked to review via the Plan process, including the AMI technology and 

communication system choices, the customer empowerment strategy, the privacy and security 

provisions, the metrics to be tracked, and indeed the basic costs and benefits themselves.   

4. While the new developments discussed in the Motion will likely impact the speed 

and timing of AMI future implementation steps outlined in ComEd’s AMI Plan, alerting the 

Commission to that fact neither prevents the Commission from approving the Plan nor, as the 

AG/AARP Response suggests, is it an effort to withdraw the Plan or restart the process anew.  

Utilities’ initial AMI Plans are but one part of the overall statutory structure spanning ten years 

of investments in AMI and other technologies under the EIMA.  The original AMI Plan approval 

is a key part of that process, but it is the first regulatory step, not the last.   
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5. AG/AARP’s Response is premised on the incorrect view that, once approved, an 

AMI Plan may never change.  The fallacy of this premise is apparent from the clear language of 

the EIMA.  While the law makes clear that the prudence of investment actions taken pursuant to 

an approved AMI plan cannot be re-litigated in subsequent proceedings, the EIMA also provides 

for changes to the Plan itself as facts and circumstances evolve, as it would have to with any plan 

that is to be in place over a decade.  For example, the annual report filing and review process 

contained in Section 16-108.6(e) explicitly contemplates and allows “updates to the AMI Plan.”  

220 ILCS 5/16-108.6(e)(3).  And, it does not state that changes can only be considered in that 

process.  The EIMA also provides for ongoing consultation with the Smart Grid Advisory 

Council, which would be of little value were the Plan immutable.   

6. In addition to mechanisms for addressing change, EIMA certainly does not 

provide that Illinois has only the 60-day Plan approval window to predict and set in stone 

everything that it will happen during AMI deployment over the next ten years.  It certainly does 

not provide that if and when we know that an adjustment will be required, we should throw up 

our hands, throw out the Plan approved on the best evidence we then had, and declare it 

“rejected.”  The General Assembly, in the end, directed that the Commission approve an AMI 

deployment Plan, not a compliance schedule, and even the action to invest pursuant to an 

approved AMI plan is specifically treated in EIMA as “[a] participating utility’s decision ….”  

220 ILCS 5/16-108.6(c).   

7. The Motion proposes a prompt means of addressing the changed circumstances 

we are now facing, rather than waiting for the April 2013 report and plan update called for under 

the Act, while also allowing the Commission to proceed to approve the present plan based on the 

evidence taken at the hearing.  Far from seeking to start over on the issue of costs and benefits, 
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ComEd believes that no material change to the cost-benefit analysis will occur.  The level of net 

benefits from the 10-year AMI rollout is so large, at any discount rate, that the anticipated 

implementation schedule changes cannot be expected to affect the outcome.  It will, however, 

affect some of the calculations and ComEd recognizes that the Commission, Staff, and other 

parties may desire to further explore that issue.  The procedure ComEd proposed to allow such 

further investigation will not prejudice any party:  1) stay the order approving the AMI Plan after 

entry; and 2) conduct rehearing (either on the Commission’s own motion or a petition filed by 

ComEd) to address implementation schedule changes and any resulting cost-benefit effect 

related to those changes.  ComEd’s proposed process is fair and reasonable: a point underscored 

by the fact that the proposal did not draw a single objection from any party who generally 

supported approval of the AMI Plan.  While the changed facts raised in the Motion could be 

addressed as part of the annual report and update process set forth in Section 16-108.6(e), they 

can also be addressed more expeditiously as provided in the Motion, and there is no legitimate or 

valid reason to reject that process in favor of AG/AARP’s non-action approach.  

8. AG/AARP’s technical argument regarding Section 10-103 is equally meritless 

and also based on mischaracterizing the Motion.  See AG/AARP Response at 4.  There is no 

question that the Commission’s decision in this docket must be based on the evidentiary record 

currently before it.  The Motion does not suggest otherwise.  That is, rather, exactly why the 

Motion suggests the Commission act on the evidence and on the Stay.  The resulting rehearing is 

the only forum in which to consider new evidence.  The Motion also does not, as misrepresented 

by AG/AARP, ask the Commission to “approve [ComEd’s] cost/benefit analysis based on 

unspecified changes that are not a part of the record.”  Id.  The Commission should approve the 

Plan on the record before it.   
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9. AG/AARP also attempt to reargue the consequences of Plan approval as a reason 

to deny the Motion.  Id. at 4-5.  But, this concern is a basis for granting the Motion rather than 

denying it.  The current record shows that ComEd’s AMI Plan will produce over $1.25 billion in 

net benefits.  Even under adverse and, in ComEd’s view, unjustified assumptions -- including a 

radically increased discount rate and imposition of pre-disconnection requirements that 

essentially return a manual process – the Plan remains cost beneficial by many hundreds of 

millions of dollars.  That evidence has not changed.  The issues AG/AARP attempt to reargue 

have been fully addressed in the briefs.  It was addressed in the Post-Hearing Briefs, the ALJ’s 

Proposed Order, and the Exceptions and Briefs on Exceptions, and the Commission can and must 

base its original Plan approval decision on that evidence.   

10. AG/AARP’s attempt to reargue the merits is a red herring.  See AG/AARP 

Response at 5-7.  While changes envisioned will not eliminate the net benefit, even if they did, 

customers are protected.  That is the point of staying the Commission’s order after entry and 

pending rehearing: to ensure that no party will be prejudiced while the new information is being 

considered.  The process the Motion recommends preserves every party’s ability to raise cost-

benefit issues related to implementation schedule changes during rehearing. 

11. With respect to relief the Motion seeks, AG/AARP argue (somewhat 

contradictorily) that the Motion is both premature and constitutes an “an end-run around the 60-

day timeline requirement of Section 16-108.6(c) of the Act.”  See Response at 7-9.  AG/AARP 

are wrong on both assertions.  First, as previously addressed, nothing about the Motion is an 

attempt to, or would, avoid the 60-day time period during which the Commission must rule 

under Section 16-108.6(c).  Nor does Section 16-108.6(c) repeal, alter, or shorten the rehearing 

process set out in Article X.  Nor is the Motion premature.  ComEd’s Motion is based on new 
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facts of which ComEd is aware that occurred subsequent to closing of the record; the basis for 

the motion is dependent upon those new facts rather than the content of the Commission’s order.  

It is, therefore, timely now.  The Motion also does nothing to subvert any other parties’ rehearing 

rights or the procedural process under Article X of the Act.  Rather, it expressly works within 

that process.  To the extent that requests for rehearing are made, the Commission can grant or 

deny those requests as it deems appropriate.   

12. Although the Motion is not a petition for rehearing, AG/AARP also argues that 

Section 10-113 of the Act bars the motion.  They err.  Section 10-113 of the Act provides, among 

other things, that “rehearing requests shall be filed after the Commission’s issuance of an order.”  

AG/AARP Response at 7 (emphasis in original).  Even if Section 10-113 were somehow 

applicable to this Motion, and it is not, that is not what Section 10-113 says.  Section 10-113 sets 

an end date for such filings that is “[w]ithin 30 days after the service of any rule or regulation, 

order or decision of the Commission ….”  220 ILCS 5/10-113(a).  AG/AARP also argue that 

Section 10-113 also applies to motions for a stay, and that under Section 10-113 “requests for 

stay of a Commission order follow the issuance of a Commission order.”  AG/AARP Response 

at 8.  This is false on both counts.  Section 10-113 contains no language controlling when a 

request to stay an Order can be sought.  Rather, the only language regarding stays in that Section 

is the provision that makes clear that an application for rehearing does not itself operate as an 

automatic stay of any rule, regulation, order, or decision.  220 ILCS 5/10-113(a).  What is more, 

the argument that a Motion for Stay cannot be brought in advance of an order argues for a wholly 

unjust result.  That hypothetical rule would ensure that, at least for the period before a stay 

motion could be filed and granted, every Commission order would necessarily be unstayed, even 
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if the Commission wanted it otherwise and even if justice required it otherwise.  Nothing in the 

Public Utilities Act, or Illinois law more broadly, requires that result. 

WHEREFORE, for all the foregoing reasons and the reasons stated in the Motion, 

ComEd’s Motion should be granted by the Commission. 

Dated: June 15, 2012 Respectfully submitted, 

COMMONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY 
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